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ABSTRACT

3. CREATIVE SPACES

This studio report describes the Yale Open Music Initiative (OMI) and the degree programs, spaces, events, and
research surrounding the organization. OMI aims to foster
a community of practice around the development and use
of open source audio tools in the context of artistic expression. We give an overview of the key resources available to
students, staff, and faculty for the exploration of creative
computation and digitally-enabled music production.

Yale boasts a number of spaces with diverse technological
audio tools and acoustic infrastructure to support the creation of new electronic and computer music.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Open Music Initiative (OMI) at Yale is an experimental group that is inclusive to diverse student interests. Hosted
within the Computer Science department, the OMI studio
features a range of hardware and software focused on the
creative use and development of open source technologies.
The Initiative is staffed by students and faculty of both
the Computer Science and Music Departments. Highlights
of OMI’s activities include educational workshops for the
university and broader creative community, as well as performances of faculty, staff, and student work. OMI also
maintains ongoing research collaboration with other research labs in the Computer Science department at Yale.

Figure 1. The studio in AKW123

2. DEGREE PROGRAMS
The OMI studio at Yale plays a part of the larger community of computation and the arts in the Creative Consilience (C2) of Computing and the Arts program. The
C2 program encompasses computer music studies and promotes the interaction and collaboration between the visual
and performing arts (architecture, art, history of art, and
theater studies), computer science, and information technology. The goal of C2 is to act as a leader in the space of
computational arts and provide new and unique opportunities in computer science research and education.
Within the C2 program, Yale offers a Bachelor’s degree
in Computing and the Arts (CPAR), as well as specialized
tracks in the graduate program for Master’s and Doctoral
students. Course offerings specific to computer music include Twenty-First Century Electronic and Computer Music Techniques, Computer Music: Algorithmic and Heuristic Composition, Computer Music: Sound Representation
and Synthesis, Fundamentals of Music Technology, and
Laptop Ensembles: Study and Performance.
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3.1 AKW 123
OMI is based in the AKW 123 space in the Computer Science building. It is used to teach classes, conduct research,
and host workshops and reading groups. The studio features desktop and mobile workstations for electroacoustic
and new media composition built on open source synthesis and production toolchains. All workstations run a custom operating system consisting of a base Gnu-Linux OS,
currently KDE Neon/Ubuntu, and a series of overlays and
configurations to provide a low-latency environment with
hundreds of software packages including DAWs, domainspecific audio programming languages such as SuperCollider, and a rich DSP and synthesis plugin collection. All
lab machines can access the OMI server which, among
other things, provides access to terabytes of sound samples.
The studio is equipped with a wide range of hardware including; digital and analog audio mixers and interfaces, 20
portable midi keyboards and miscellaneous MIDI and OSC
controllers, built-in video projection, various studio microphones, field recording devices, electronic performance interfaces such as an EWI controller and a Yamaha AvantGrand N3 MIDI piano, game controllers, LEAP motion
sensors, VR headsets (Oculus Rift and HTC Vive), and

Microsoft Kinects. The studio also manages a collection
of analog/digital hybrid synthesizers, including a Novation
Peak, a Moog Werkstatt, a microKORG Vocoder, and a
Behringer Deepmind12. These are used in OMI’s concerts
and “synth jams”, as well as for student projects. The space
also supplies hardware components such as Arduinos, Bela
Boards, and Raspberry Pis, as well as custom built hardware interfaces like the OMIPOD [1]. All hardware is
made available to faculty and students for their own creative practice and research.
3.2 Center for Collaborative Arts and Media
Additionally, OMI benefits from the rich ecosystem for
computational arts at Yale. The Center for Collaborative
Arts and Media (CCAM) is the central hub for C2-related
activities. The center provides physical resources such as
an audio-visual post-production suite and an 8-channel, reconfigurable transdisciplinary performance space equipped
with a 32 camera motion capture system. The CCAM also
provides human resources in the form of workshops and
lectures by visiting artists and intellectuals, as well as those
from the Yale community. Collaboration is at the heart of
the center which provides ample opportunities for students
and faculty to work together to workshop, research and
produce creative work at the intersection of the sciences,
arts and technology.

Figure 2. OMI using the CCAM space for a concert

3.3 Yale Music Technology Labs
The Department of Music houses the Yale Music Technology Labs (YalMusT) which are comprised of two teaching
labs, a small post-production studio and an advanced audio technology classroom. Both labs have surround-sound
systems and the studio boasts a specially calibrated Genelec monitoring system. Further details on these spaces
can be found online 1 .
3.4 Residential College Studios
The residential college system at Yale boasts five production studios that support audio recording, editing, and production. Each facility features a different set of equipment to expose students to a variety of studio environments. Moveover, all studios are managed by student volunteers. Further details on these spaces can be found online 2 .
4. EVENTS
The OMI membership designs and coordinates a series of
workshops that are offered over the course of the academic
year at both the introductory and advanced level. Attendees typically represent a broad cross-section of schools
and departments at Yale as well as local artists from the
community. In the workshops, OMI members introduce
relevant concepts and technologies in topics. In the fall
of 2018, topics included: building an LM386 amplifier circuit, basic theory of DSP and DSP programming in JUCE [2],
hacking “found” hardware, and an introduction to Arduino
and sensor networks.
1
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Figure 3. OMI’s end of semester concert

In December 2018, OMI hosted a computer music concert showcasing work from students and faculty in the CCAM.
The concert featured live electronics improvisation using
analog and digital synthesizers, live coding, performances
with interactive processing, and pieces utilizing eight-channel
sound spatialization. A selection of the hardware used for
this concert is shown in Fig. 3.
5. RESEARCH
An important aspect of OMI is outreach and community
involvement in our research. As an example, in September
2017, OMI ran a workshop in the CCAM that delved into
the internal design of the OMIPOD, OMI’s custom-made
wireless musical instrument. The OMIPOD uses embedded hardware to relay information from different sensors
(light, touch, tilt) over wi-fi to any computer on the Yale
network. In the interactive workshop participants experimented with the OMIPOD and learned about the hardware
configuration, sensors and software necessary to program
the device.
Undergraduate involvement in research is also a priority
for OMI. A recent OMI project focused on the topic of
Digital Signal Processing Programming by Example (DSPPBE) [3]. DSP-PBE is a paradigm in which users specify
input and output wave files, and a tool automatically syn-

thesizes a program that transforms the input to the output.
This work was completed as part of a funded summer undergraduate research internship of one student, as well as
another student’s undergraduate thesis. OMI is continuing
this work with more undergraduates.
6. MOVING FORWARD
OMI will continue to support the many facets of computer
music at Yale through weekly workshops, reading groups
and through associated research projects. Specifically, we
will focus on developing low-level DSP on Bela boards and
DSP development over cloud computation frameworks. OMI
will also continue its biannual concert series to provide faculty and students a regular, ongoing venue for their creative
work. OMI also looks to foster inter-track collaboration
within the C2 program to find new applications of computer music in other artistic domains. Additional information about OMI can be found at https://omi.yale.
edu.
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